Response Patterns of Art Based Intervention for Self-Regulation among Athletes
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Abstract
Competition outcome often shows a player’s ability to self-regulate and be in control. This study examined the response patterns of Clay Button Method (CBM), an adapted art approach, in a sport context, among Paralympics, footballers and injured athletes for self-regulation. The article enlists the steps involved in CBM and the percentage of change is noted across six sessions among the participants. CBM focuses on teaching self-regulation by identifying individual areas of strengths and areas of concern, to build personal resources and weed out possible deficits. The participants engaged in CBM using playing clay, making their own self-image and exploring any unresolved emotional issues and bringing in desired changes. The response patterns revealed a trend where the players were able to self-regulate by reducing unproductive thoughts and strengthening personal resources. The study provides preliminary findings for introducing innovative approach in a sport context.
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1. Introduction
In preparing a player, self-regulation becomes centrally important because the drive to succeed and an inability to cope with the demand can cause stress and reduce well-being (Gould & Whitley, 2009). In addition, reduced self-regulation can eventually result in burnout (Goodger & Jones, 2012). Self-regulation to manage thoughts, feelings, and behavior plays a major role in human behavior and performance (Baumeister, 2002; Gailliot & Baumeister, 2007). Researchers have demonstrated that self-regulation enhances the ability to plan ones behavior, reflect, and use logical reasoning but a reduction in the ability to self-regulate can impair performance in the executive functioning (Schmeichel, Vohs, & Baumeister, 2003). In a sport context, the crucial role of self-regulation and its association with performance in sport is highlighted. The link between sport performance and one’s thoughts, feelings and behaviours are documented by many researchers in the sport psychology domain (See Baumeister, Vohs, & Tice, 2007; Dubuc-Charbonneau & Durand-Bush, 2015; Gould, Dieffenbach, & Moffett, 2002; Gould, Eklund, & Jackson, 1992a, 1992b; MacNamara, Button, & Collins, 2010a, 2010b). In sport, inappropriate self-regulation is reflected in errors of skill execution, decision-making and interpersonal conflicts (Collins & Durand-Bush, 2014). Research findings have highlighted the importance and effectiveness of self-regulation in performance enhancement (See Callary & Durand-Bush, 2008; Cleary & Zimmerman, 2001; Collins & Durand-Bush, 2010; Gould & Udry, 1994; Kirschenbaum, 1984). When athletes compete, they experience stress in different intensities, which can impair optimal functioning leading to inconsistencies in performance. These stresses could be associated with performance outcome and its’ meaning to the athlete or even result from players’ internal conflicts.

There are numerous psychological skills (see Weinberg & Williams, 2010) that can help an athlete to build up personal coping resources to facilitate self-regulation. Given a wide range of psychological skills, which is routinely taught to the athletes, it was thought appropriate to bring in an innovative approach for training self-regulation in an applied context. Deviating from traditional methods followed in the sports context, we considered a relatively new approach in line with art therapies and modified it to suit the sports context.
We assumed that innovative measures would help to break the monotony of traditional approaches and we introduced the Clay Button Method (CBM). CBM makes an athlete mindful of the individual areas of concerns, teaches a player to be free of compulsion, and helps to change or modify psychological state responding to a context. In CBM, we use the playing clay material for the construction and deconstruction of the self-image. Playing clay is a familiar material used in art therapy in psychiatric and counseling settings, but it is not very commonly used in the sports context. We adapted the ideas of art based intervention to enable athletes to express freely the areas of strengths and areas of concern. The value of clay as a therapeutic material is documented in the literature (see Anderson, 1995; Mattes & Robbins, 1981; Sholt & Gavron, 2006) and the effects of CBM in the sports context were introduced in the literature (see Roy & Nizar, 2009; Roy & Kuan, 2016). A clay product can be touched and examined which has a crucial impact on how an individual represent their inner feeling (Sholt & Gavron, 2006). The central aim of art method is to help players to go through the construction and deconstruction process of making their own self-image (clay buddy), creating awareness of what is underneath their mind and bring this to conscious expressions, by placing the clay buttons on the buddy. Clay buttons made from the red playing dove was chosen to represent the areas of concern and the areas of strengths were represented by any colour chosen by the athlete other than red. We considered what “color in context theory” predicted where red color is associated with a threat in achievement contexts (Elliot & Maier, 2007, 2012; Moller, Elliot, & Maier, 2009). In addition, the red color is often used to indicate errors in any evaluation situation, and more generally to signal any kind of warning signs (Allen & Jones, 2014). The red color is also sometimes interpreted as a signal of danger (Moller et al., 2009).

The present study examined the response patterns of art based intervention while engaging in self-regulation of thoughts. We wanted to examine if the response pattern trends showed a reduction the areas of concern and enhance the areas of strength.

2. Method

2.1 Participants

This study employed a purposive sampling method. Access was gained to the athletes during the lead author’s psychology sessions. We involved three different levels of athletes (a) paralympic powerlifting senior athletes (n=3) who represented in Olympics, (b) able bodied junior footballers (n=14) who is a back up squad for the in South East Asian Games, and (c) injured netball athletes engaged in international competitions (n=2).

Paralympic power lifters were involved in a pilot work to initially examine what kind of response patterns would emerge. The paralympic power lifters were older (mean age=49.6 years) and had been involved in the international competition for more than 10 years. The footballers were under 19 years team. Only those footballers who had attended all the intervention sessions were considered for data analysis. Injured netball athlete’s mean age was 18 years and were in the national training camp. The netball players had international experience in competitions. Different levels of age, gender and sport were considered to identify how the new intervention protocol was received and to observe the similarity in the response patterns.

2.2 Procedure

The study is a part of applied research based practices approved by the National Institute of Sports. The study took place across 6 sessions within 3 months. Data collection was conducted by the lead researcher. The clay button intervention protocol provided here was developed by the researchers for use in sport context. The protocol integrates aspects of imagination, construction/ deconstruction process with clay and mindful changes.

**Step 1:** The athletes were asked to close the eyes and be mindful of their own image.

**Step 2:** The athletes were provided with the playing dove (approximately 250 grams) to create a self image (clay buddy), a few red clay buttons 2-3 millimeter in diameter and a few other color clay buttons of similar size.

**Step 3:** The athletes had to close their eyes, imagine a context (e.g., training/competition/rehabilitation) and execute an activity in the mind, to create awareness of areas of strengths and areas of concerns. Following this, the athletes had to place the clay buttons on the individual buddy (The areas of concern were always marked with red clay button and areas of strengths were marked with the personal choice of clay color). The number of red buttons and other color buttons were noted.

**Step 4:** The athletes were mindful of the change they desired and communicated silently with their buddy (self-regulation). The athletes then mentally effected the desired changes in the light of new insights.

**Step 5:** The athletes were required to add or remove the clay buttons on the clay buddy based on the new experience. The changes in the number of clay buttons placed (or removed) were noted.
3. Results

The results (Figure 1) from the three paralympic athletes show a reduction in the red colour button and increase in other colour button across six sections (one athlete participated only in five sessions). During the initial testing with the paralympic group we only did the placing of the button once to see the response patterns. Step four was introduced after the pilot testing so that the desired change could be effected in the same session.

Figure 1. Response patterns from three paralympic power lifting athletes across six sessions

Fourteen footballers were monitored across six weeks and the responses are reported in percentage (number of athletes who reported increase/decrease or no change) of the red or other colored buttons (Figure 2 and 3). Considering the areas of concern, as expected, the results in the first three sessions showed a decrease in the red colored button after intervention (93%, 86%, & 93% respectively) indicating that the footballers were able to self-regulate and mentally remove their concerns. In session four and five, the percentage of footballers showing decrease in red colour button was lesser (57%, 57% respectively) but in the sixth session it again showed an improvement (71%). In the first three sessions, the percentage of no change were less than 15%, however, in session 4 and 5, around 43% of the participants did not show any change in the red color button. In the sixth session, 71% of the participants reported a reduction in the number of the red colored button.
In the case of other color buttons, signifying the areas of strength, in the initial session 71% participants showed an increase but in subsequent sessions (two, three and four) the percentage of athletes who showed the increase were lesser. A higher percentage of participants (50% & 57%) reported no change. Only in session three, 71% of participants showed a decrease in the areas of strength. In session five and six, 86% and 79% respectively showed increase and number of participants with no change were 14% and 21%.

We present the results from three individual footballers to illustrate the changes across six sessions. Athlete A and B has shown definite changes and Athlete C has shown the decrease in the areas of concerns in the initial sessions and maintained throughout the remaining sessions (Figure 4). Figure 4 also illustrates the increase in other color buttons representing strengths. The visual analysis method helps the reader to visually inspect the data and interpret the outcome of the art based intervention. The graphical approach with single cases makes this data analysis meaningful and self-explanatory (Barker, McCarthy, Jones, & Moran, 2011).
Evidence from the responses of the patterns emerging from the injured athlete also show a reduction in red colour button across all the six sessions and increase in other colour buttons (Figure 5). Understanding the cognitive and emotional responses is important for facilitating rehabilitation behaviours.
4. Discussion

The present study sought to examine the response patterns of athletes while engaged in clay button method. The main aim was to introduce an art based approach and examine the response patterns in different athletes. At the first instance, there were a considerable percentage of footballers who reported a decrease in the red colour button indicating the conscious effort in self-regulation. The changes are also noted in the areas of strength with an increase of other color buttons. This response trends suggested that the art intervention is helping athletes’ thought process and the clay is probably acting as a prop to facilitate this regulation.

Football is a team sport, however, regulation is emphasized at an individual level also for effective communication to make quick appropriate decision. To achieve this, an athlete should be devoid of internal conflicts and self-reflection is a key component, which is essential for self-regulation process (Zimmerman, 2002). Clay work involves powerful tactile expression and makes possible non-verbal communication for the creator to express oneself (Sholt & Gavron, 2006). Clay has the capacity to be done and undone multiple times which helps an athlete in the construction and deconstruction process. Self-regulation enables any individual to control emotion, direct thoughts and attention (Sun & Wu, 2011). In football, many factors affect a player’s performance and the final outcome of the game. Therefore, self-control has a crucial effect in decision making and the ability of individual players to self-regulate is key to achieve a desired state of mind. The best performance of an individual is often associated with being in one’s optimal zone (Hanin, 2000). Therefore considering the domain of competitive performance, training the athletes to regulate is imperative. The fun-filled approach such as CBM ensures less mental energy expenditure on the task and makes an athlete feel more open, confident and secure to express himself. Through CBM, the practitioner tries to unearth and help the footballer to deal with his concerns while simultaneously working on his strengths to help the football player to move forward mindful of the concerns. In other words, it is not only addressing the concerns of the football player, but also sensitizing him with his strength.

In the case of Paralympics also self-regulation a very important set of skill to deal with challenges in the competition. Suggestion to explore relatively untapp ed methodologies of self-regulation (Ntoumanis & Cumming, 2016) are welcome in the applied field. CBM fits into this suggestion of an effort undertaken specially in heavy sports like power lifting.

The results from the injured contexts also show a positive trend in better emotional management across the rehabilitation period. It is important to note the practical significance of the study. The results show that CBM had positive effects on better emotional management where the athletes were consciously able to initiate any distress related to injury, which is evident from the reduction of red colour buttons. An increase in the other colour buttons ensures that the athlete feel more positive when they return to play. At a professional level or a national level, any injury that keeps an athlete out of the game impose financial burdens besides requiring replaced player’s adjustments in the technical or tactical skills. In the light of this, any meaningful psychological intervention that helps to reduce emotional distress and enhance strengths is acceptable.

The responses of increase in the other colour clay buttons representing areas of strengths provide some evidence to this.
The activity used in the construction and deconstruction of the clay buddy helps the athletes to delve deep into his thoughts and feelings with ease. With constant training and expectations to perform well, every athlete is likely to experience mental fatigue and difficulty in adapting, which can result in using incorrect strategies. Research has highlighted that failure by an athlete to adapt is associated with overtraining resulting in using wrong strategies (Tenenbaum, Jones, Kitsantas, Sacks, & Berwick, 2003). Through CBM, the practitioner can evoke multi-sensory engagement especially involving visual and tactile modalities to initiate a change process within oneself towards regulation to prepare an athlete for better adaptation. Athletes with good self-regulation are cognitively, motivationally and behaviorally involved in their own learning and performance (Zimmerman, 1990). The implication is that, athletes can be trained using innovative measures such as CBM, which can facilitate self-regulation. Deviations from engaging in the traditional self-regulation methods (e.g., arousal control, relaxation methods, imagery, self-talk) is expected to help athletes to avoid monotony in learning self-regulatory skills. Unique to CBM method is the importance attributed to intrapersonal reflections and goals. In team sports athletes do not perform in isolation, but self-regulation is key to maintain composure and direct desirable interactions and behavior during competition. The regulatory thought modification done during CBM is believed to enhance self-regulation by bringing in positive expectancies. The construction and deconstruction process while making the self-image and engaging in clay button placement, helps the athletes to repeat desirable thoughts to make it personally meaningful (or repeat undesirable thoughts until it loses its meaning: for example, imagining a difficult thought floating away in air like a feather or on a paper in a river). The new thoughts are fully accepted with openness and the athlete is encouraged to move forward in a desirable direction. Through CBM, the player experiences new learning and learn to be flexible in their focus in a given moment.

In any art therapy, a connection between a mental world and a material world is crucial which reflects the inner world (Sholt & Gavron, 2006). CBM creates opportunities for expression of an athlete’s inner self without any inhibitions, which are clearly observed in the reduction of red color button, and increase or no change, in other color buttons, as shown in the graph. The tactile mode while engaging in CBM not only elicits fun in doing the activity but also functions as an effective way of expressing oneself. It helps to delve into one’s past and ventilate one’s unconscious thoughts, feelings and emotions. Symbolically the clay buddy represents the footballers themselves or the way they perceive themselves as a whole individual. The internal concerns, which is typically masked is unearthed while engaged in CBM to remove the mental blocks that restrain regulation and tranquility. Clay work facilitates expression of emotions which were inaccessible to athletes, particularly who are very defensive. Literature in the art therapy field documents clay figures as representing strong emotions (Brock, 1991; Keyes, 1984; Mattes & Robbins, 1981; Mitchell, 1984).

5. Applied Perspectives

From the applied perspective, coaches often try to nurture the athletes’ self-regulation during training but have considerably less influence during the actual performance. For instance, in football, the athletes must be able to regulate themselves, as the game requires quick transitions and appropriate decision making. In strength based sports like power lifting, stress-energy balance, concentration and determination is crucial. In injured athletes, coping with pain and pressure to return to play is critical. The involvement in CBM enhances self-reflections, which lead to autonomy for regulation resulting in increased motivation and persistence in adversity. CBM helped the football players to pay attention to individual thoughts, feelings and emotions, and instill responsibility in footballers to reinforce self-regulation. The non judgmental awareness can be cultivated in young footballers to broaden their awareness to a wider range of fun filled experiences, minimizing threat related thoughts and enhancing strength based thoughts. Additionally, engaging in CBM may also provide an avenue for recognizing ones strength to incorporate with other psychological strategies. Research is needed to expand on this method and explicitly examine the role of CBM alone and in combination with other approaches. In future, playing appropriate music while the player is engaged in CBM would confirm the influence of music while engaging in art methods to unearth underlying thoughts, feelings and emotions. Recently, scientific studies into the effects of music in sports and exercise contexts have reported modest benefits to the listeners (see Karageorghis & Priest, 2012). Thus, by using the “right” music, it can enhance athletes’ experience, leading to the enhancement of mood and flow. For example, the use of classical music can be beneficial when task involving concentration and the use of motivational music can be beneficial to improve mood (Kuan, 2015). To our knowledge, this is the first study to demonstrate the beneficial use of art based intervention in an applied sport context. The findings suggest that art based interventions may be a promising area to extend our research.

The present study is not without strengths and limitations. The strength of this study lies on the topic being explored. The majority of self-regulation studies in the sports context focus on the impact of specific strategies such as imagery, self-talk, or relaxation. Few studies have explored art-based methods in a sport context. Thus
CBM can be considered as an innovative approach in sports context and the response patterns show support to positive changes. The findings of this study lays a foundation in creating awareness to all stakeholders (e.g., young athletes, olympic level athletes, injured athletes) about potential new approaches in the applied field. The limitation is that the study is conducted in a laboratory setting and its effectiveness in the actual competition needs further examination. As such, results have to be interpreted with caution. One observation made during the CBM was that athletes tend to use more clay to emphasize their thoughts. For example, if an injured athlete feels more pain the athlete tend to use more volume of clay. Therefore, in future studies, it would be good to consider the volume of the clay button. Another issue that needs attention in future research is the duration of the observed effects of CBM. It remains to be explored how much duration each athlete takes in making the self-image, how many times they alter it and why? Whether different types of music may impact an athlete when he/she is engaged in making the clay buddy.

Qualitative data taken after each session in future studies would yield in-depth subjective experiences during the engagement in CBM and reveal how the athletes progressed across different sessions. This study was the first initiative to examine the response patterns in terms of quantitative measures of CBM.

6. Conclusion

In summary, the results of this study provide preliminary evidence on how to use innovative measures such as CBM and quantify it. The art based intervention help the players to learn self-regulation in an enjoyable way and better manage their thoughts, feelings and emotions during competition setting. This study can serve as a starting point for practitioners aiming to help athletes. The present study is an initial attempt to fill the gap of introducing art methods in self-regulation training by borrowing ideas from art therapy domain. Given the scarcity of art based intervention in sports context, more studies with different sports and playing levels are warranted.
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**Appendix**

Example of a clay buddy